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Week of Lecture Topic   Exercise Topic 

1/13 Units 1-3  Metric Conversions 

1/20 Units 4-6  Solar INSOLATION & Seasonality 

1/27 Units 7-9  Temperature, Wind Chill, & Heat Index 

2/3 Exam 1  Constructing an Isotherm Map 

2/10 Units 10-12  Atmospheric Pressure 

2/17 Units 13 & 14   Surface Weather Maps 

2/24 Units 18 & 19  Climate Change 

3/2 Exam 2  Climate Classification 

3/9 No Lecture-Spring Break   No Exercise- Spring Break 

3/16 Units 37, 41 ,44, & 45  Cyclogenesis & Hurricanes 

3/26 Units 20-23  Topographic Map Analysis 

3/30 Exam 3  Glaciers 

4/6 Units 27 &30  Plate Tectonics 

4/13 Units 31 & 35  Karst Topography 

4/20 Units 24-26  Biogrography 

4/27 Final Exam  Lab Practical 



Collaboration  

While JC encourages students to collaborate in study groups, work teams, and with lab groups, each 

student should take responsibility for accurately representing their own contribution.  

 

Course Objectives:  

  

Upon completing this course I will be able to:  

 Understand how the nature of science is a result of the content, process, and communication; 
and, how this process is self-correcting.  

 Identify the big ideas in scientific discourse including how levels of scientific hierarchy pertain to 

biotic and abiotic properties of earth science.  

 Integrate information of natural processes that govern the natural world into laboratory and 
field practice.  

 Critically evaluate data drawn from natural phenomena to establish a scientific baseline.  

 Understand the connection between physical and chemical cycles as they relate to the different 

earth’s domains.  

 Measure environmental variables and interpret results of scientific studies of earth science 

problems.  

 Understand how the mechanisms of geology, physics, chemistry, and biology interact to create 
emergent processes of systems.   

 Understand sustainability as it relates to the earth sciences and evolution.  

 Understand factors affecting global climate change and human impact on the environment.  

 

Extra Credit - is not given in the course.  Focus your time and energy on completing course assignments 

and studying for lab quizzes and lecture exams.  

Grading Scale - Grades will be rounded to the nearest percent.  Grades may be curved at the instructor’s 

discretion.  

  

 Percent Grade   Percent Grade   Percent Grade   

 90 - 100%    4.0    75 – 79 %    2.5    60 – 64 %    1.0  

 85 – 89 %    3.5    70 – 74 %    2.0    55 – 59 %    0.5  

 80 – 84 %    3.0    65 – 69 %    1.5    

    

Student Responsibilities:  

  

Attendance - I expect that you login to the course  several times a week to listen to the lecture and get 
your assignments and considering the scientific nature of this class attendance means to be present and 



engage with your colleagues.  Because testing is primarily from lectures, and Exercises are only accepted 
at specific deadlines, setting a schedule is recommended. Missing those assignments or study time 
makes it very difficult to do well.   
  

Keep Up With Homework - Class assignments and tests cannot be made up so setup a scheduled 
regimen and stick to it.  
 Contribute to a courteous learning environment – Our class interactions are valuable because science 

is a social exercise.  Please be polite, especially on discussion topics, and to avoid confusion, be positive 

in written communications. Disrespectful behavior will be dealt with summarily with a focus on clarity 

and understanding.  

  

Study - This is a difficult course that will take significant study time.  I recommend you review reading 
notes (that means you should take reading notes) and do study questions to prep for exams and lab 
quizzes. I expect you all to study at least 8 hours outside of class interactions using a variety of methods 
to earn a passing grade. Some of you will take less time and some will take more time. Know your 
abilities and accommodate them in your schedule.  

 

Exams – There will be approximately four lecture exams and one lab exam in the course. These will be 

multiple choice, fill-in, short answer, problem solving, and essay.  The lowest exam score is dropped to 

account for eventualities. A missed exam will be considered the dropped exam. The final cannot be 

dropped.   

 

 


